Complete the following sentences indicating how far they are false or true and then briefly justify.

The Accounting for Modern Financial Institutions is generally developed to cope with:

(a) Types of Financial Institutions ...
(b) Types of Products of Financial Institutions ...
(c) Mandatory disclosure & regulations for control issues ...

[2] Salient features of Modern Banking Industry could be attributed to:

(a) The evolution of payment means ...
(b) Information Technology support ...
(c) Social responsibility of banks ...

[3] Subsystem or core of Deposits – the prime source of fund … - in Banking Information System:

(a) Tended to design documentation hierarchy & accounting entries … for types of deposits ...
(b) Comprises the treatment of mandatory deposits at Central Bank of Egypt ...
(c) Develops joint – Product Deposits of banking services: Bank Transfers …, Letters of Guarantee … & Documentary Credit …
Subsystem or core of Credit, the prime fund utilization in banks ... :

(a) Tended to design documentation hierarchy & accounting entries ... for types Credit ...
(b) Deals only with collateralized loans ...
(c) Delineates the potential credit facilities inherent in issued letters of guarantee & documentary credit ...

Subsystem or core of Securities portfolio which could be classified into ...

(a) Represents the prime utilization of fund in all financial institutions namely: Banks, Insurers, Investment fund, Venture Capital & other capital market institutions ...
(b) Has generalized structured business rules ... which could be programmable in a decision support system ...
(c) Has the same treatment of credit in documentation & accounting entries ...

Insurance Information System:

(a) Indicates the varied types of insurance policies ..., indemnities ... & Investment „,
(b) Delineates the retained & reinsured parts of insurance risk for each type Insurance ...
(c) Develops the integrative activities with banks ...

Good Luck